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Abstract
Within the last few decades, many digital technologies have been integrated to the field of architecture. This in
turn has developed a number of architectural trends based on these revolutionary changes. Kinetic skin is one of
these trends that is directly related to visual performance and comfort, an important aspect. The feeling of comfort
is related to the sense organs network; i.e. the eyes, ears, nose, tactile sensors, heat sensors and brain. Visual
sensation is the most dominant one in human perception since the eye contains two thirds of the nerve fibers within
human central nervous system.

The use of kinetic facades for achieving visual comfort in spaces has been recently the subject of many researches,
where various aspects have been explored. However, this paper will attempt to review these researches while
identifying gaps and potential for future research.

© 2019 The Authors. Published by IEREK press. This is an open access article under the CC BY license
(https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). Peer-review under responsibility of ESSD’s International Scien-
tific Committee of Reviewers.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Visual Comfort and Daylight

The Illumination Engineering Society of North America (IES) noticed that activity and perception could be rein-
forced through the lighting. Most of human perceptions are influenced by light (natural or artificial), which is a
source of enjoyment and aesthetic pleasure. It also affects mental health. Also, daylight factor should be considered
for having more comfortable spaces (Jenkins & Newborough, 2007).

Daylight could affect mainly three categories, which are functional efficiency, energy efficiency and human health
(El-Dbaa, 2016).

a) Functional efficiency: adequate lighting allows for better functional efficiency, not only in terms of direct use,
such as reading and writing, but in exposing features of color, texture, and form that increases spatial and functional
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efficiency of space (El-Dbaa, 2016).

b) Energy efficiency: by reducing the amount of artificial light, and by improving the amount of daylight in a space,
the energy consumption will automatically be reduced. This reduction is not only related to the electricity, but also
will reduce the cooling and heating load (El-Dbaa, 2016).

c) Human productivity and health: the importance of daylight does not only on the energy efficiency, it is also
related to its advantages on user’s productivity and health. Studies show that people working at night have a
considerable increased negative mood than others working in daylight, since psychological well-being, mood,
body temperature and brain activity, are influenced by the light in a specific architectural environment (Tomassoni,
Galetta & Treglia, 2015). The nervous system could be disturbed if their amount of daylight is unsatisfied, which
will motivate the feeling of fatigue (El Sheikh, 2011). Working or studying for long time in a space illuminated only
by artificial light will cause discomfort and stress, while daylight helps to give a healthy space. Thus, controlling
the amount of daylight in spaces, will improve the user productivity and mood. (Tomassoni et al., 2015).

1.2. Kinetic Facades Definition and Importance

Building envelope improves human comfort, because it is the layer between the outside and the inside of a building
(Kim, 2013). The shading devices or the building envelope could be static or dynamic. Those that are non-
stationary are generally described by words such as convertible, kinematic retractable, kinetic, or simply adaptive.
In architecture, adaptive and dynamic building envelops are the current trends (Fouad, 2012; Barozzi, Lienhard,
Zanelli & Monticelli, 2016).

Kinetic is the movement, while architecture is the style of the building (Fouad, 2012). Thus, Kinetic architecture is
the design of buildings that are produced by movement. Several technologies responding to changing needs have
been developed, where kinetic Architecture is one of the most important technologies, which is considered as an
evolution from static to dynamic form in architecture (Al horr et al., 2016).

Many researchers have discussed kinetic architecture from 1970 till now, such as Zuc and Clark in 1970, Michael
A.Fox in 2003, Chuck Hberman, Sanchez-del-Valle in 2005, Robert Kronenburg in 2007, Kostas Terzidis in 2008,
etc. (Barozzi et al., 2016). Sanchez-del-Valle explains that usages of adaptive kinetic structure are due to economy
of means, and responsibility toward the natural environment and human need satisfaction. In addition, in 2005
Sanchez-del-Valle said, “Adaptive kinetic architecture creates an ecological system as its components have shifting
interdependencies when responding to changing environment”. In addition, Kostas Terzidis in 2008 has argued
that adding motion to a building will be important, since it will affect the design, aesthetic and performance of
the building. Consequently, kinetic architecture is not just about moving a building, but it is also making a link
between nature and built environment, regarding the environmental variations.

Furthermore, kinetic architecture could be applied in different ways based on the purpose of the system (Rossi,
Nagy, & Schlueter, 2012). For instance, it could be applied on building facades, on building structure, in the
landscape and others. This paper focuses on kinetic shadings. Kinetic and adaptive shadings could serve as a good
treatment more than the fixed ones, since adaptive systems can be modified in relation to external environmental
changes such as solar radiation, to achieve the optimum daylight and shade during the day. This mechanical system
could be added on external or internal facades (Fouad, 2012 & Barozzi et al., 2016). In addition, many interactive
ideas and concepts have been recently invented and could adjust and interact with environmental factors such as
daylight heat, wind, or even people (Al horr et al., 2016).

2. Aim

The aim of this paper is to explore possible roles for architects in developing kinetic facades for achieving visual
comfort.
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3. Objectives

The paper objectives are:

– Exploring the current state of art in kinetic facades and visual comfort.

– Exploring possible future applications and studies.

4. Methodology

This paper will start by a literature review on different recent researches and studies that focuses on how to reach
visual comfort using kinetic facades, then an evaluation and a comparative analysis for the recent researches fol-
lowed by a discussion. Finally, it will end by conclusions and recommendations.

5. Previous Work

Optimizing visual comfort and enhancing the daylight performance in different spaces, has been the aim and target
of many researchers in several studies. Based on some readings in this field, it has been noted that architects
and designers usually follow a certain process; i.e. starting with designing the kinetic skin and specifying its
mechanism, then testing different alternatives using environmental simulation programs and software, and finally
linking all of them to reach optimum solutions. Based on this process, and based on the responsive kinetic skin
design framework (explained later), the examined researches in this field are classified in three categories, as shown
in Fig.1, which are: form and mechanism, computational analysis and simulation, and design framework category.

Figure 1. Categorization of different researches examining the daylight performance using kinetic systems (source: author)

5.1. Form and Mechanism Category

This category mainly focuses on researches examining the form and mechanism of kinetic systems for enhancing
daylight performance in a space. It includes the scale, the composition, the aesthetic, and the motion of kinetic
shadings. Several researchers discussed in their studies the performance of fixed and movable shadings in different
architectural spaces. Some of them examined the effect of fixed screens on enhancing the daylight distribution
with modification of one shading parameters, such as the shape of cells of the screens, rotation angles, and screen
opening proportion (horizontal: vertical) from 1:1 to 18:1 (Sabry, Sherif, Gad Elhak, & Rakha, 2012). However,
recently most of the researches are focusing on dynamic shadings in response to external environmental factors,
such as the daylight, wind factor and others. As dynamic systems have several advantages in comparison to the
static one, for instance increasing occupancy comfort, increasing energetic performance and giving chance for
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aesthetics opportunities. In addition, adaptive architecture allows changing the building behavior responding to
real world events (Rossi et al., 2012), Nowadays, new technologies allow designing dynamic systems, which are
related to internal and external conditions.

(Meyboom, Johnson & Wojtowicz, 2011) focused on the different shapes and organizations of kinetic facades,
which affect human comfort inside the space as shown in Fig.2. Facades, which are the link between outside and
inside of a building, should be responsive to adapt these environmental changes and satisfy the human comfort.
This is where the amount of light (artificial or natural) and the shadings devices especially the kinetic one, could be
controlled based on the illuminance standards, are all serving and targeting the occupants’ and the users’ comfort,
as shown in Fig.3 (Rossi et al., 2012).

Figure 2. Examples of different shapes and organizations that could be presented on kinetic facades (Source: Rossi, Nagy &
Schlueter, 2012).

Figure 3. The importance of the occupant in each factor (source: Rossi, Nagy and Schlueter, 2012).
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(Varendorff & Garcia-Hansen, 2012) have done a comparison for many shapes of kinetic systems on a specific
building facade to identifying the best daylight distribution in relation to daylight glare probability and the amount
of exterior unobstructed view. In a similar approach, (Elghazi & Mahmoud, 2016), have tested several origami
techniques, which are one of the designs approaches that could provide kinetic shadings for better daylight perfor-
mance based on several parameters, such as the motion and the module size. In addition, they have also examined
the optimum number of folds and divisions for the origami geometries, as shown in Fig.4.

Figure 4. Different scale, composition and mechanism for a kinetic façade for optimizing daylight performance (source:
Elghazi & Mahmoud, 2016)

(El-Dbaa, 2016) has studied the effect of the kinetic facades in an office building on improving the daylight perfor-
mance through specifying the best louvers movement using simulations. It has determined the best movement of
two types of kinetic louvers, rotation and vertical movement. In addition, it has given many examples concerning
the kinetic façade’s motion and mechanism, as shown in Fig.5.

Figure 5. Examples of different kinetic facades’ motion and mechanism (source: El-Dbaa, 2016)
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Thus, based on these studies, it is noted that designing the form, geometry and mechanism of a kinetic system
should be done through using different modeling software and programs such as Grasshopper, Rhino and others
for inserting many inputs. Architects and designers therefore face some problems in the process of modeling of
kinetic system, since it consumes lots of time and efforts.

5.2. Computational analysis and simulation category

The computational analysis and simulation category reviews researches focusing mainly on environmental simula-
tion for daylight; it also involves small description and presentation of the existing digital application and plug-in
used by architects to do this type of simulation. Several papers have examined and compared different types,
methods and plug-ins for daylight and glare simulation.

(Yoo & Manz, 2011) has argued that visual comfort increases and glare decreases by installing fixed shading
devices. In a similar approach, (Sabry et al., 2012) has studied the daylight performance through using several
solar screens shape. In addition, the effect of using shading devices on daylight performance was investigated by
many researchers in several climates and locations, since the negative effect of solar radiation and direct sunlight
could be reduced by using shading devices (Wageh & Gadehlak, 2017). In 2016, Tzempelokps and Hiong have
developed a strategy for controlling the glare using roller blind. (Eltaweel & Su, 2017) developed a reflective blind
strategy that could be used parametrically through Grasshopper for Rhinoceros. (Katsifaraki, Bueno, & Kuhn,
2017) have developed a new shading controller, in office buildings that also controls the glare and maximizes the
daylight level through doing a prototype in Freiburg, Germany.

Nowadays simulation tools are very important, since many architects want to test internal spaces before the con-
struction phase (Evangelos & David, 2005). Several digital tools, such as Diva, honeybee, Rayfront, Relux 2004
Vision and Lightscape are used by architects to evaluate the performance of a building facade quantitatively and
qualitatively in correspondence to the daylight transmittance of this façade (Kim, 2013). Many inputs should be
introduced to those tools, such as the space materials, the materials transmittance, the grid of measurement, the
weather file and others, while the outputs are graphs and tables. Diva is a plug-in inserted to Rhino software. It
allows evaluating the environmental performance on urban landscape and buildings, as shown in Fig.6. In Harvard
University, the Graduate School of Design developed Diva initially, but now Solemma LLC. is developing Diva
(He, Schnabel, Chen & Wang, 2017). Also, the glare and illuminance level could be calculated in different soft-
ware, such as Diva and Energy Plus, which is a program for energy simulation used by architects, engineers and
researchers (”Energy Plus”, 2018).

Figure 6. A daylight simulation using DIVA plug-in (source: El-Dbaa, 2016)
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However, an extended and long workflow for optimization process and corresponding visualizations graphs are
needed to be done by architects to reach the optimum kinetic shading for achieving visual comfort, which is
considered as a problem for architects, since it will take lots of time to be accomplished, as shown in Fig 7.
In addition, users should practice on all of these programs to reach the optimum solution which is also another
problem faced by many architects.

Figure 7. Optimization process workflow and the corresponding visualizations panels in some of the visualization tool
(source: Gadelhak, Lang & Petzold, 2017)

5.3. Design Framework Category

Many researchers have proposed theoretical frameworks for supporting the design, as shown in Fig.8. For instance,
in 1970 the waterfall model is a framework focusing on the early design stage, as shown in Fig.9a. In 2000, another
framework was proposed, which is the pathfinder model (Horváth, 2000), as shown in Fig.9b, The most updated
theoretical framework is the responsive kinetic skin design framework for supporting the design process of kinetic
architecture in early design stages (Zboinska Cudzik, Juchnevic & Radziszewski.,2015), as illustrated in Fig.10.
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Figure 8. Chronological order of the theoretical framework (source: author)

Figure 9. Shows the two existing structured frameworks for the conceptual design process before the appearance of the
theoretical framework of kinetic architecture (source: Zboinska et al.,2015)

The responsive kinetic skin design framework was constructed and developed focusing on the construction of its
foundation. Several experiments were prepared to specify the framework characteristics (Zboinska et al., 2015).
This framework has explored six design aspects of adaptive architecture, as shown in Fig.10, which are:

– Functionality: selecting the best solution to have the optimum performance (using grasshopper and Galapa-
gos).

– Form: defining the geometrical shape/composition, and exploring esthetically each part (using Rhinoceros
and grasshopper).

– Kinetic behaviors: exploring the visual qualities of the movement, and simulating of the system dynamism
(using Kangaroo)
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– Performance: Analyzing and simulating computationally the system performance, such as environmental
performance, structural performance and other (using Karamba and Diva).

– Responsive behavior: Studying the interaction between the environment and the architecture. Also analyzing
the real time performance in the physical environment (using Arduino toolkit, firefly, sensors and actuators).

– System mechanism: Specifying the material and the mechanical design of the system. Also fabricating the
prototype and testing its movement (using laser cutter and 3D printer).

Those six design aspects were also explored by various means (Zboinska et al.,2015), as shown in Fig.11.

Figure 10. Responsive kinetic skin design framework and its cycle (source: Zboinska et al., 2015)

Figure 11. Various means that explore the six design aspects of the framework (source: author)

However, this framework is not yet digitalized to be easily used by architects and designers. It still also needs
more empirical verification, more exploration for its advantages and limitations, and need more development in
the future (Zboinska et al.,2015).

6. Conclusion and Recommendations

Based on the above review; the current researches in the field of kinetic facades for daylight optimization has been
focused on the following lines:
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– Kinetic facades’ form and mechanism, in which researches have explored several shapes, scale, aesthetical
compositions and motions of kinetic facades.

– Kinetic facades’ form and mechanism, several researches have focused on developing and applying different
environmental simulation programs and software related to optimizing daylight using kinetic systems.

– Kinetic design framework, in which several studies have examined theoretically different design frameworks,
mainly the responsive kinetic skin design framework, as it is related to kinetic and responsive behavior.

Hence, it is recommended to discuss and explore more possible future researches in the topic concerning the
enhancement of daylight performance by applying kinetic shadings. These recommendations to be categorized as
follows:

– In the form and mechanism category: it is recommended to explore more on automatic optimization of the
form and mechanism of kinetic shadings to improve the daylight performance in a space.

– In the computational analysis and simulation category: the processes of optimization and visualization
present many challenges for architects, require extensive computer programing knowledge in different soft-
ware, and involves many different specialists to reach optimum solution. Thus, for better functionality,
it would be recommended to devise a single toolset that function automatically for facilitating architect’s
ability to realize more effective kinetic skins.

– In the design framework category: a theoretic framework needs to be validated through digital tools finding
a mathematical relation between several environmental and kinetic parameters, to reduce its complexity. In
addition, it is better to present it through an easy graphical user interface (GUI), to be easily used by all
architects, not just by those who are professional in using digital tools and applications.

Finally, the consideration of these recommendations will help architects to overcome many problems, to save time,
to reduce their efforts, and to efficiently design and control kinetic shadings for ultimately achieving visual comfort
in different spaces.

In other words, architects’ role should positively develop towards more efficient environmental performance of
building through kinetic facades.
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